2018

-I/
-I (Comp)

Within Pakistan

Abroad

1. Registration Fee

Rs. 600/-

US $ 75/-

2. Admission Fee

Rs. 1100/-

US $ 90/-
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1. The Board shall not be responsible for any eventual mistake in the result if the form is not
correctly filled in.
2. Admission Forms of private candidates shall not be entertained without Registration Fee.
3. The Admission form of a private candidate is required to be got attested from any of the
Government officer of BPS-17 and above in Education Department/Officers of Armed
Forces/ Head of an affiliated institution.
4. Private candidates will deposit registration fee along with their admission fee/form.
5. Private candidates will submit/send their forms individually with their home address. Their
forms will not be accepted through any school/academy/coaching centre in any
circumstances.
6.
6. School Leaving Certificate (in original) must be attached, to the effect that the candidate has
not been on the roll of an affiliated institution as a regular student after 31st October during
the current academic year. In case of non-schooling, an affidavit to this effect is required on
the stamp paper of Rs.10/- attested by Oath Commissioner (in case of local candidates) and
Education Counsellor (in case of overseas candidates) and along with a copy of Birth
Certificate issued by the Union Council/Municipal Committee, a copy of Passport ( in case of
overseas candidates) etc.
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8. A candidate found guilty of having concealed any fact in Admission Form or having made any
false statement shall be debarred from appearing at the Board Examination for such period
as decided by the Board.
9. Permission letter for change of subject(s), combination of subject(s), cancellation of SSC-I
result etc must be enclosed with the Admission Form,if applicable.
10.The result of SSC Part-I (Class-IX) shall remain intact for a period of two(2) years after the
date of its declaration.
11. A candidate who intends to repeat SSC-I or reappear in SSC-I alongwith part-II can do so
after having his/her previous part-I result cancelled. The admission form will outrightly be
rejected in case the result is not got cancelled in time.
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